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Abstract 

The popularization of smart devices and SNS as a new communication way promotes 

positive changes such as the user’s participation in the communication with others and 

the knowledge sharing. Meanwhile, it also facilitates negative social problems such as the 

formation of unexpected social relations, the intrusion of privacy, the cyber violence and 

the polarization of communication. These negative changes go toward a new viewpoint 

that the excessive SNS use may cause the SNS user’s fatigue. The purpose of this study is 

to invest how the SNS use motives and use patterns influence on the SNS user’s fatigue 

and ambivalent attitude. Therefore this study intended to develop a model about the SNS 

user’s social stress and ambivalent attitude influencing on the continual SNS use, and will 

empirically research this model in future studies.  

 

Keywords: social network service, SNS fatigue, social fatigue, ambivalent attitude, In-

tention on SNS continual use 

 

1. Introduction 

As the trend of SNS (Social Network Service) use for people to express themselves and 

to communicate with others is rapidly expanded, the popularization of SNS use as well as 

the expansion of smart devices has already brought considerable changes in each side of 

our lives. While the SNS use as a new communication way promotes positive changes 

like the participation in the communication with others and the knowledge share, but also 

promotes several, negative social problems like the not-wanting invasion of privacy re-

sulting from the self-disclosure, the cyber violence, and the polarization of communica-

tion. Besides, the formation and expansion of unintended relationships network come to 

the social media users as a burden. The rapid development of 3rd-generation SNS can be 

a disproof implying the social media user’s burden. Going beyond its 2nd-generation ser-

vice where the open-type social network was its core point, SNS is now being evolved 

into the 3rd generation SNS which are so-called ‘Curation’ enabling the communication 

with strangers on the basis of their interests and the restricted network service. The 1st 

generation SNS can be translated as the online-relationships being moved from the off-

line relationships such as the Cyworld or the Blog service, and the 2nd generation SNS 

refers to the twitter or the Facebook having expanded the user’s online relationships into 
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the relationships with unspecified multiple persons on the Internet. The 3rd generation 

SNS is the user-customized service and its expansion scope of relationship is restricted to 

the user’s preferring fields [1, 2]. In the 3rd generation SNS, the features of 1st generation 

SNS and 2nd generation SNS are delicately mixed. Like the open-type SNS of 1st genera-

tion, the 3rd generation SNS can make a friendship with anyone, but gathers people being 

interested in a certain theme or having similar interests. In the 3rd generation SNS, the 

user expands his/her relationship scope online, but does not see unnecessary information 

to him/her. In addition, in the 3rd generation SNS, the communication is developed 

around photos and videos rather than texts. The Instagram, the Linkedin, the Pinterest and 

the Tumblr are representative examples of 3rd generation SNS.  

Recently there was a report that the number of users moving into the 3rd SNS leaving 

from the twitter or the Facebook was increased, and the Instagram, a 3rd generation SNS 

announced that its world monthly active users were exceeded over 300 million once as of 

November, 2014. This is a number exceeding the twitter users (284 million ones). The 3rd 

generation SNS currently boasts its amazing growth rate around the U.S.A. As an indi-

vidual’s opinion posted on an open-type SNS has the potential to be opened to unspeci-

fied, multiple people, so the risk of privacy-exposure and the feeling of fatigue due to in-

formation overflow can be considered as a cause that SNS users move to the 3rd genera-

tion SNS.  

 

 

Figure 1. Evolvement of SNS 

The purpose of this study is to investigate how the SNS user’s various use motives and 

use patterns influence on the user’s SNS fatigue and ambivalent attitude by expanding 

into undesirable relationships. So the relevant researches of this study explore the SNS 

user’s SNS use motive and use patterns, his/her SNS fatigue and fundamental causes and 

his/her ambivalent attitude. In the Chapter 3, this study suggested a model about the us-

er’s intention on the SNS continual use by his/her SNS use fatigue and ambivalent atti-

tude and some hypotheses. This study is meaningful in that it established the foundation 

to enable some empirical researches about this model in future studies and devised the 

ways to pursue sound, healthy SNS use.  

  

2. Theoretical Background and Relevant Researches 
 

2.1. SNS User’s Use Motives and Use Patterns 

According to the Cheil Worldwide Inc.’s report that classified the SNS use types by 

SNs use motive into the major-trend follower type, the information-worker type, the ex-

pansive relationships type (Madangbal type in Korean), the self-satisfaction type, the 

profit-pursuit type, and the information-amusement type, the major-trend follower type 

was appeared as the most common type with 30% of surveyed users, and followed the 
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information-worker type, the expansive relationships type (Madangbal type in Korean), 

and then the upcoming star type in order [3].  

The contents summarizing some of existing researches about the SNS user’s use mo-

tives are seen in the Table 1.  

 

Table 1. Studies about SNS User’s Motives 

 

As shown in Table 1. The motive for maintenance of relationships, the motive for so-

ciable exchange with friends, the motive for participation and the motive for maintenance 

of communicative relations are key words relevant to the maintenance of continual rela-

tionship. The expansion of connections, the formation of relationships, the contact and the 

management of personal connections are key words related to the formation of new per-

sonal connections on the Internet. The sociable activity, the conversation, the sociable 

exchange with friends, the social interaction, the motive for maintaining communicative 

relations are the key words related to the mutual communication. Therefore, if classifying 

the SNS user’s SNS use motives into the three (3) categories, the motives can be classi-

fied into the expansion of personal connections, the maintenance of relationships, and the 

mutual communication. According to King & Emmons’ study about the SUS user’s SNS 

use patterns, it was identified that as the hours using a smart phone got increased, the us-

er’s age was younger, and the number of friends were more, then the SNS user devoted 

more emotional investment to the SNS use, resulting in the increase of their fatigue on the 

SNS use [1]. This can be interpreted as that the SNS’s attribute for the management of 

personal connections or the maintenance of relationships triggers more fatigue sense to 

the SNS user. Besides, it was found that as the user’s age got older, the concern about the 

user’s over indulgence in the SNS use was also increased [1]. That may arise some am-

bivalent feeling from the SNS user.  

 

2.2. Ambivalence 

Various relationships being connected on the SNS cause the collision of mutually op-

positional, positive and negative feelings, that is, the ambivalent feeling from the SNS 

user due to the psychological pressure that the use should manage more personal connec-

tions or share more knowledge.  

In the classic conflict theory, the ambivalence was defined as the response being 

emerged from a person when he/she faced various alternatives having same uses and at-

tractions even though they are opposite in their relation. That is, the ambivalent feeling is 

the feeling conflict being experienced while controlling the user’s desire to express 

his/her own feeling.  

Researcher Motives for SNS Use 

Schaefer & Coral 
(2008)[4] 

Maintenance of relationships, expansion of personal connec-
tions, formation of relationships, information retrieval, enter-
tainment, sociable activity 

Jinah Seol(2014)[5] 
Human information retrieval, conversation, maintenance of 
relationships and contact, share of contents, expression of 
self-identity 

Yujung Kim(2011)[6] 

Expression of self-identity, social interaction, availability, so-
ciable exchange with friends,  friend’s information retrieval, 
good use of leisure, management of personal connection, 
escapism, participation, get away from loneliness 

Hyung-suk Kim(2012)[7] 
Motive for acquiring information and knowledge, the motive 
for maintaining the communicate relationships, the motive for 
proposing the user’s opinion or information 
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Bleuler subdivided the ambivalence into voluntary, intellectual and emotional concepts. 

Ambivalence is a cause of schizophrenia and can’t integrate the double-sidedness being 

internalized in an object due to the relaxation of correlation, and from this aspect, the am-

bivalent feeling was classified from the three domains, and of them, the emotional ambiv-

alence was recognized as the most pathological [5, 8, 9]. 

   

Table 2. Bleuler’s Classification on the Ambivalent Feeling 

Division of Ambivalence Conflict Situation 

Voluntary 
Situation that the subject wants to eat and does not 
want to do so at the same time 

Intellectual 
Situation that the subject wants to propose a certain 
suggestion and doesn’t want to do so at the same 
time 

Emotional 
Situation that the subject loves one and hates the 
same person 

 

The definitions applying Bleuler’s subdivided classification of ambivalent feeling to 

the social network environment are seen in the Table 3.   

 

Table 3. Conflict Situations on the SNS According to the Bleuler’s Classifi-
cation of Ambivalent Feeling 

Division of Ambivalence Conflict Situations on the SNS Environment 

Voluntary Situation that the subject worries about the SNS use itself 

Intellectual 
Situation that the subject wants to express him/herself 
through some texts or photos and does not want to do so 
at the same time 

Emotional 
Situation that the subject feel two oppositional feelings 
while expressing him/herself for the mutual interaction 
with the other(s) and the maintenance of relationships.  

 

The emotional ambivalence is the feeling which one feel the both opposing feelings 

like love and hate toward an object simultaneously, and after judging how the predicted 

results after expressing the ambivalent emotion influence on the oneself, his/her attitude 

toward the ambivalence may be differently expressed.  As the worry that the expressed 

emotion will bring some negative results is more, the possibility to control oneself is more 

plausible although more conflicting between his/her desire to express the emotion and 

his/her worry about the result of expressed emotion. Hence, there exist individual differ-

ence even in terms of the emotion expression and the conflict experience [10].  

SNS users experience motional fatigue and ambivalent feeling in the psychological 

state that they cannot clearly set one or the other side during the process of keeping their 

conversations and managing their personal relations network with using several forms of 

media. Thus, the social fatigue related to the SNS use is not irrelevant to the ambivalence 

meaning the collisions of mutually opposing feelings.   

 

2.3. Social Fatigue and Causal Factors 

According to the report announced by the Samsung Research in 2008, the term indicat-

ing the ‘the difficulty felt in installing and operating more complex digital devices and 

catching up with the explosively increasing online information was defined as the ‘digital 

fatigue’ [11]. In the same context with the report, this study defines the side effect of SNS 

use like the personal information leakage, the privacy invasion, the social pressure, the 

undesirable relationships, and the burden on using social media as the ‘social fatigue’.  
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Thanks to the rapid popularization of Internet and smart devices, the communication 

environment is continually changing, and the social interactions in social media environ-

ments have continually been increased. However, as the social fatigue is deepened among 

the SNS users recently, there are appeared the signs that the growth acceleration in the 

join rate of representative SNS such as the Facebook and the twitter becomes slower and 

the SNS-service use frequency is reduced This trend was the most distinctively appeared 

in the twitter, a social network service boasting the quick delivery of information as its 

greatest strength, and there happened the phenomenon that the number of twits was re-

duced in the fourth quart of 2013 for the first time [12]. According to the results o of a 

recent study investigating the relationships on the online communities targeting some 

SNS users, it was found that as the users’ communication interaction time got increased, 

the users’ social fatigue were increased together. Besides, according to a survey conduct-

ed by the Job Korea-Albamon, it was appeared that 63% of Korean university students 

felt some social fatigue from their SNS use [13].   

In case of the Facebook, it was revealed that as the hours using a smart phone got in-

creased and the user’s age was younger, then the SNS user devotes more emotional in-

vestment to the SNS use, resulting in the increase of their fatigue on the SNS use [6]. This 

can be interpreted that the SNS’s attribute for the management of personal connections or 

the maintenance of relationships triggers more fatigue sense to the SNS user. 

According to previous studies, as the factors causing the social fatigue, there are exist-

ed the self-disclosure, the social interaction, the knowledge-share activity, the formation 

of undesirable relationships, the social pressure, the burden on the SNS use, the personal 

information leakage and the worry about privacy invasion. However this study summa-

rized the factors causing the social fatigue on the basis of Kiyoung Kwak and Hyojun 

Kim (2011), as seen in the Table 4 [14]. 

 

Table 4. Causal Factors of Social Fatigue 

Causal Factors Definition 

Worry about the personal infor-
mation leakage and the privacy 
invasion 

Fatigue for personal information leak and worry about 
invasion of privacy by social media use Fatigue caus-
ing from the worry about the personal information 
leakage and the privacy invasion being happened 
while performing activities on social media.  

Social pressure 
Fatigue caused from an undesirable behavior or ex-
pression by the surrounding atmosphere or social 
pressure. 

Undesirable relationships 
Fatigue caused from the connection with unwanted 
person   

Burden on the social media 
Fatigue caused from the time and the efforts spent on 
activating and keeping the social media.  

 

3. Research Model and Hypotheses 
 

3.1. Research Model 

Based on the relevant studies being dealt in the Chapter 2, this study developed a mod-

el about the social fatigue and the attitude toward the ambivalence influencing on the Us-

er’s intention on SNS continual use, and suggested the model as seen the Figure 2.  
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Figure 2. Research Model 

3.2. Research Hypotheses 

This study classified the SNS user’s use motives into the formation of personal connec-

tions, the maintenance of relationships, and the mutual communication, and the user’s 

SNS use patterns into the use time, the use hours, and the access frequency, and then de-

fied them as the features of SNS. Also, based on the fact that as the user’s age got in-

creased, the worry about the excessive indulgence in the SNS use was also increased, this 

study included the age as a demographic feature in the measurement items.  

With assuming that the features of SNS depending on the SNS use motives and its use 

patterns and the demographic feature depending on the age might be correlated with the 

social fatigue and ambivalent attitude, this study tried to identify the correlations among 

the variables. And with assuming that there might be a correlation between the ambivalent 

attitude and the social fatigue, this study also tried to identify the correlation between the 

both variables. Finally, with assuming that the ambivalent attitude and the social fatigue 

might be correlated with the User’s intention on SNS continual use, this study tried to 

identify these correlations.  

In this context, this study suggested the following research questions and hypotheses 

on the basis of the research model seen in the Figure 2.  

Research Question 1: Are the SNS user’s SNS use motives and the SNS use patterns cor-

related with the ambivalent attitude?  

Hypothesis 1-1: The SNS use motives will affect some positive (+) influence on the 

ambivalent attitude to the SNS.  

Hypothesis 1-2: The SNS use patterns will affect some positive (+) influence on the 

ambivalent attitude toward the SNS.  

Research Question 2: Are the SNS user’s SNS use motives and the SNS use patterns cor-

related with the social fatigue?  

Hypothesis 2-1: The SNS use motives will affect some positive (+) influence on the 

social fatigue.  

Hypothesis 2-2: The SNS use patterns will some positive (+) influence on the social fa-

tigue.   

Research Question 3: Is the degree of social fatigue different depending on the SNS user’s 

age?  

Hypothesis 3-1: The SNS user’s age will affect some positive (+) influence on the so-

cial fatigue.  
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Research Question 4: Is there any correlation between the ambivalent attitude and the so-

cial fatigue?  

Hypothesis 4-1: The ambivalent attitude will affect some positive (+) influence on the 

social fatigue.  

Hypothesis 4-2: The social fatigue will affect some positive (+) influence on the am-

bivalent attitude.  

Research Question 5: Do the ambivalent attitude and the social fatigue influence on the 

user’s intention on SNS continual use?  

Hypothesis 5-1: The ambivalent attitude will affect some positive (+) influence on the 

user’s intention on SNS continual use.  

Hypothesis 5-2: The social fatigue will affect some positive (+) influence on the user’s 

SNS continual use.  

 

3.3. Variable Measurement Operational Definitions of Research Variables and Rele-

vant Studies 

The research variables and their operational definitions to be proposed in the model of 

this study will be drawn from relevant studies and they will be shown in the Table 5.  

 

Table 5. Research Variables and Their Operational Definitions 

Research 
Variable 

Operational definition Relevant Studies 

Use motives 

Degree recognizing whether the social fatigue 
and the ambivalent situation are happened as 
the result from the continual use of SNS alt-
hough the user wants to use social media ser-
vices for forming the personal connections, 
maintaining the relationships and communi-
cating mutually 

Schaefer & Cora(2008) 
[4], 
Jinah Seol (2014) [5], 
Yujung Kim(2011) [6] 

Use patterns 

Degree recognizing whether the social fatigue 
and the ambivalent situation are happened 
depending on the use time of social media, 
the use hours, and the access frequency 

Jinah Seol (2014) [5], 
Kim Myung-su & Lee 
Dong-ju (2012) [11] 

Age 

Degree recognizing the social fatigue resulting 
from voluntarily inputting some time and emo-
tions in the use of social media depending on 
the user’s age 

Jinah Seol (2014) [5], 
KISA (2013) [1] 

Social fatigue 
Degree recognizing the digital fatigue resulting 
from the excessive inconvenience and stress 
felt while using social media 

Hyunji Lee & Donghun 
Jung(2013) [15], 
Kim Myung-su & Lee 
Dong-ju (2012) [11] 

Ambivalent 
attitude  

Degree hesitating the use of social media be-
cause the user wants to frankly express 
his/her own feelings on social media but is 
afraid of the outcome to be created from the 
frank feeling-expression 

Hae-yeon Choi & 
Kyung-han Min (2007) 
[16],  
Jinah Seol (2014) [5] 

User’s inten-
tion on SNS 
continual use 

Behavior will that the user recognizes the 
negative aspects of social media currently 
being used and stops his/her use of the social 
media or if the SNS use environment is im-
proved, the user will continue on using the 
SNS.  

Hyunji Lee & Donghun 
Jung(2013) [15], 
Kim Myung-su & Lee 
Dong-ju (2012) [11] 
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4. This Study’s Meaning and Future Tasks 

Although most of existing studies were developed in focusing on the positive use of 

SNS, but recent studies tend to focus on the side-effect factors resulting from the exces-

sive use of SNS. And while existing studies identified the relationships between the social 

fatigue and the intention on SNS use-stop or SNS continual use, or researched the factor 

of social fatigue itself, but they did not pay attention on the correlation between the am-

bivalent attitude toward the SNS use and the social fatigue.  

This study summarized the side effects results from the SNS use as the concept of so-

cial fatigue, and considered that the SNS continual use was the fundamental cause of so-

cial fatigue. Thus, this study subdivided the causal factor creating the social fatigue into 

the personal information leakage, the worry about privacy invasion, the social pressure, 

the undesirable social relations, and the burden on the social media use. This study re-

searched how these factors causing the social fatigue were correlated with the SNS user’s 

ambivalent attitude and the user’s social fatigue. Consequently, this study developed a 

research model  

Consequently this study developed a research model in order to identify whether the 

SNS user’s ambivalent attitude and the social fatigue influence on the user’s intention on 

SNS continual use, and tried to verify the proposed hypotheses through an empirical anal-

ysis in future.  

Hence it is expected that this study will pursue some differentiation from previous 

studies by analyzing a new variable of ambivalence as well as the social fatigue influenc-

ing on the user’s intention on SNS continual use and the influence factors on the ambiva-

lence. Besides, it is expected its future research will provide strategic implications to min-

imize the SNS user’s social fatigue and the ambivalent situation to the SNS service pro-

viders by verifying the hypothesis of this study through an empirical research about the 

hypothesis. Through such efforts, this study is meaningful in that it set the foundation for 

future research and devised some ways to pursue sound, healthy SNS use.  

There are implications for forming the basis of following research and making a plan to 

support the healthy using of SNS. Future studies also need to research the user’s intention 

moving from the 2
nd

 generation open-type SNS to the 3
rd

 generation close-type SNS de-

pending on the user’s social fatigue and the ambivalent attitude toward the SNS.  
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